
Dear Chancellor Telfer,  

Pursuant to Chapter VI of the University of Wisconsin Whitewater Faculty Personnel Rules, and chapter 

UWS 6 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, I am filing a complaint against Associate Professor Chris 

Henige for adversely affecting the performance of my duties as an agent of the University through a 

sustained pattern of harassment, repeated actions of intimidation, and the creation of a hostile work 

environment.  

In 2013, the Department of Art and Design asked the Dean of the College of Arts and Communication to 

initiate an investigation into Dr. Henige's unprofessional conduct. As a member of the Executive 

Personnel Committee, I was made aware of your directive to Dr. Henige to cease this negative behavior. 

This administrative instruction has been ineffective in compelling Associate Professor Henige to stop this 

behavior and to conduct himself in a professional manner. The persistence, methods and protected 

status of the targets of his actions violate Title VII of the Civil Rights Act (1964), the University's Email 

policy regarding Inappropriate Use and Wisconsin Statutes 947.0125 (3) (c) and 111.36 (1) (br).  

[And yet the Chancellor’s charge states that “the complaints do not specifically allege that your behavior 

is gender-based.] 

The basis of this complaint is Associate Professor Henige's prolonged unprofessional conduct including 

the following:  

• Sustained pattern of harassment  

• Repeated acts of intimidation  

• Creation of hostile work environment  

Sustained pattern of harassment  

From 2011 to the present, Dr. Henige has maintained an unrelenting, uncivil public and private critique 

of my performance as Chair of the Department. [Is it the chair’s contention that, as a public employee in 

a public university her performance is immune from public criticism?] This has taken the form of 

numerous and lengthy emails shared with department members and upper administration, as well as 

unprofessional personal conduct presented during department meetings. Challenges to my authority 

and competency are common underlying threads in these critiques. [The chair might considering 

demonstrating both if she wishes to silence my criticism.] These actions have destabilized department 

functions, distracted me from department business, and undermined my ability to fulfill my University 

assigned responsibilities. [How? What if the chair simply provided accountability for her actions instead 

of remaining silent about them?] 

Other targets of Dr. Henige's hostile communication and unprofessional conduct include four female 

colleagues in the department: Assistant Professor Jennifer Liston (Art History), Associate Professor 

Deborah Wilk (Art History), Professor Max White (Studio) and most recently Associate Professor and 

Department Chair Renee Melton. Over the last several years, Professors Liston, Wilk, and White have 

formally requested investigations into Henige's conduct and sought relief from Henige's bullying 

behavior. [What was the disposition of these investigations?] The cumulative effect of this documented 

aggressive conduct is instability in the art history program, low morale, and continuous distractions from 

performance of essential functions in the department.  



Repeated acts of intimidation:  

In the last 120 days, Dr. Henige has engaged in both aggressive verbal and physical posturing [Where is 
the evidence for either? Since when is directness “aggressive”, except to those who have no answers?] 
and communicated ultimatums and veiled threats through email and in person to me and Department 
Chair Renee Melton, another female colleague. [The “threats” to which Messer refers are my grievances 
against them, filed September 3, 2014.] This is not an isolated incident. Instead, it represents a 
continuation of conduct that Henige has been asked to stop repeatedly by members of the department 
and campus administration. Using email as a strategy to intimidate or threaten coworkers is in violation 
of the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater's Email Policy regarding Inappropriate Use and Wisconsin 
Statute 947.0125 regarding the Unlawful use of computerized communication systems (3) (c). Though 
reported, this intimidating conduct toward women in the department has continued unabated since 
2011.  

[The language of the Wisconsin Statute 947.0125(3)(c), states that I would be in violation of the email 

policy if I: 

With intent solely to harass another person, sends repeated messages to the person on an 

electronic mail or other computerized communication system. 

How do my communications that entirely deal with university business qualify?] 

Creation of hostile work environment:  

The combination of persistent public critique, routine written and verbal sparring, erratic and 
unprofessional behavior has disrupted department operations, damaged department morale, and 
generated a culture of fear and distrust among department members.  

[I contend that Messer has created the hostile work environment herself. Had she responded to any of 

my inquiries with an account of the reasoning behind her decisions, not only might I trust her judgment, 

but so might the faculty. I could also have adapted to the situation in order to insure the needs of the 

students continued to be met. Instead, she claimed harassment, and bullying. Is the proper response to 

the question “Why did you make this decision” really “Stop bullying and harassing me”?] 

The following examples demonstrate evidence of a sustained pattern of harassment, repeated actions 
of intimidation and creation of a hostile work environment:  

On May 19th, aware of multiple investigations into his conduct and the Chancellor's directive, 
[addressed elsewhere] Dr. Henige behaved in an unprofessional manner during a department meeting 
and renewed his history of hostile public critique and allegations of administrative incompetence. 
[Exactly which statement in that document are false? Messer does not say. At least she included the 
document in her attachments.] Reading from a lengthy typed document and offering side remarks, 
[Which “side remarks” were these? Since Messer did not have a copy of my document, how can she 
possibly know or contend that I said anything beyond the verbatim reading of that document?] Dr. 
Henige presented unfounded, [Absolutely founded] personal critiques of Professor Wilk's performance 
in the art history area and of my administrative handling of the art history scheduling, [Also easily 
demonstrated in university records, and my letter to the Dean of 12/19/2012 to the Dean and copied to 
her. Take responsibility for your actions, Ms. Messer.] among other failings, as rationale for a proposal 
to delete the art history major. [It should be noted that in his report of the second complaint, James 
Bronson of the College of Business found my argument “compelling”.] The event was not an isolated 
incident, but rather a return to a pattern of continuous critique and degrading commentary levied 



through emails and in public over the last three years. [Then address them, Ms. Messer, stop hiding 
from them.] 

• Dr. Henige's assertions, presented as fact, [Messer opens with the phrase “presented as fact” 

but she has done nothing to demonstrate otherwise. They are fact, easily proven through an 

analysis of the program. She attempts to blame her inability to focus on my persistent inquiries. 

There is a simple solution, respond to the inquiries, and if she finds that that response might be 

embarrassing to her, then she might want to reconsider your position. I have already 

demonstrated that time after time her decisions have failed at the expense of our students.] 

during the May 19th meeting, targeted my handling of department business, challenged my 

authority as Chair of the Department, and reflect an escalation of Dr. Henige's unprofessional 

and un-collegial behavior in the department. Several department members present concurred 

and sent emails of concern regarding Henige's conduct to the Dean and to me. The unrelenting 

cycle of Henige's unprofessional behavior has been sufficiently severe as to disrupt normal 

department operations and distract attention from time-sensitive campus responsibilities. These 

actions were particularly damaging to the department's efforts to complete the requirements of 

a 5-year Self-Study Report as part of the application for re-accreditation. This unwelcome 

conduct, comprising hostile critiques directed toward me and other women in the department, 

has had a demonstrable impact on the ability of the department to make progress on essential 

programmatic issues in art history, to maintain concentrated efforts on administrative priorities 

and to conduct department business in a civil and collegial work environment. In addition, this 

conduct is in violation of Wisconsin Statute 111.36 (1) (br): Sex, sexual orientation; exceptions 

and special cases:  

(1) Employment discrimination because of sex includes, but is not limited to, any of the 
following actions by any employer, labor organization, employment agency, licensing 
agency or other person:  

(br) Engaging in harassment that consists of unwelcome verbal or physical conduct 

directed at another individual because of that individual's gender, other than the 

conduct described in par. (b) and that has the purpose or effect of creating an 

intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment or has the purpose or effect of 

substantially interfering with that individual's work performance. Under this paragraph, 

substantial interference with an employee's work performance or creation of an 

intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment is established when the conduct is 

such that a reasonable person under the same circumstances as the employee would 

consider the conduct sufficiently severe or pervasive to interfere substantially with the 

person's work performance or to create an intimidating, hostile or offensive work 

environment.  

[Wisconsin Statute 111.36 is not applicable because Chapter 111 specifically relates to 

employers, and I am not her employer. This may be why the Chancellor insists she 

makes no claim that my actions were gender-based. Further, she has in no way ever 

demonstrated that my critique of her performance was taken because of her gender. 

Reasonable people realize that the reason women seem to be the recipients of my 

criticism is because the only people in the department whose decisions affect the art 



history area happen at the moment to be women. I contend that the furtherance of the 

legitimate quest for gender equality is not aided by false allegations of gender bias, or 

claiming such any time one can’t provide satisfactory accounting for one’s actions.] 

• On Friday, August 29th, I received an email from Associate Professor Henige that contained 

an ultimatum stating that if I did not supply him with information related to the history of 

the review of a curricular proposal by the end of the day, he would file a complaint against 

me. [Which is entirely within my rights. For the full story behind that, see the 

documentation of Complaint 6] This continues the history of provocative emails I have 

received from Dr. Henige and constitutes ongoing harassment and retaliatory behavior. The 

threat described above is not an isolated incident, but a return to language and strategies of 

intimidation investigated and included as material evidence in requests for personnel action 

against Dr. Henige. After repeated warnings regarding email usage, Henige has continued to 

use this communication method to send provocative messages. Communicating threats 

through email is not only unprofessional, but also in violation of both Wisconsin Statute 

947.0125 regarding the Unlawful use of computerized communication systems (3) (c):  

(3) Whoever does any of the following is subject to a Class B forfeiture:  

(c) With intent solely to harass another person, sends repeated messages to the person 

on an electronic mail or other computerized communication system;  

and the campus Email policy regarding Inappropriate Use under Harassment:  

Use of mail to harass or intimidate, and broadcasting unsolicited messages or sending 

unauthorized mail, is prohibited. Inappropriate use of the campus email system may 

result in disciplinary action.  

[This argument will be soundly defeated at later proceedings in Walworth County Circuit 

Court.] 

• On Thursday evening, August 28th, Department Chair Melton sent an email to the Executive 

Personnel Committee members Professor Max White and myself stating that Dr. Henige had 

asked for release from service responsibilities and had acted in an aggressive manner 

toward her. [She did not describe that “manner”, and she stated that she believed no 

further action should be taken.] The request to be released from all service obligations is not 

new. Last year, Dr. Henige initiated this same request and it was denied at all administrative 

levels for reasons that are well documented. This act of intimidation is not isolated. Dr. 

Henige's aggressive stance toward the new department Chair represents the persistence of 

behavior that he has been directed to stop on more than one occasion, continues his 

pattern of aggressive conduct toward women [Where are the examples of this “aggressive 

conduct”?] and poses challenges to the authority of another female administrator within 

the department. [Had the new chair been a male, and had he conducted himself in the same 

manner, I would have responded in exactly the same way.] 

Documentation and evidence in support of Complaint:  



The attached emails document the history of these incidents and reflect departmental efforts toward 

addressing Associate Professor Henige's conduct. Emails and other documentation from previous 

charges against Dr. Henige are recorded in personnel files held in the Office of Human Resources and 

the Dean's Office in the College of Arts and Communication.  

Summary  

Associate Professor Henige's un-collegial, unconstructive, disruptive, and provocative conduct was at 

the heart of the complaints moved forward from the Department in 2012 and 2013. Its continuation 

demonstrates an unwillingness on Dr. Henige's part to follow the Chancellor's express directive to 

conduct himself in a professional manner and to cease negative communications and interactions, as 

well as a disregard for the negative impact his conduct has had on departmental operations and morale.  

[I think Messer’s phrase “cease negative communications and interactions” says everything that needs 

to be said about the department and her philosophy. Anything that’s negative is an attack. Only 

positivity will be accepted. This is best exemplified by the document Meeting Rules of Conduct: “It is not 

acceptable to roll eyes, sit cross-armed or shake your head while others are speaking”. I have since 

suggested that if this rule is to be applied, it must also be applied to other body language, such as 

nodding in assent and smiling. When put this way, the ridiculousness of this philosophy becomes 

apparent.] 

The cumulative effect of Dr. Henige's recurring and documented hostile conduct is instability in the art 

history program, damage to performance of routine and time-sensitive administrative and personnel 

operations, and the creation of a hostile work environment. The department must be provided relief 

from this behavior to resume normal functions.  

[It is clear that the only person who has made appropriate decisions in the art history area is me. It is 

also apparent that I am the only person in the last four years who has gone above and beyond my 

designated responsibilities to insure the continuing success of the program, by creating new courses, 

and by doing everything I can to counteract the damage that has been caused by Messer’s incredibly 

poor decisions. The only person who has benefitted from her actions is Dr. Wilk, at the expense of the 

students and at the expense of other faculty who have had to repeatedly fill the voids. Messer’s 

decisions have directly created a hostile working environment for everyone involved. 

As for time-sensitive operations, why did Messer not simply take the five minutes it would have taken to 

account for her actions, instead of spending hours trying to hide from that accounting? Despite 

numerous attempts to determine why the same demonstrably poor decisions were being made over 

and over again, neither Messer nor McPhail have ever provided any explanation. McPhail decided to 

hold that explanation hostage in exchange for my acceptance of his ridiculous demands relative to 

Complaint 2.] 

While of concern to me personally, the accuracy of Dr. Henige's repeated assertions is not the most 

critical issue of this complaint, rather it is the persistent negative and aggressive conduct that has 

disrupted departmental functions, caused undue personal and departmental distractions, and violated 

UW System and campus policies, as well as several state and federal statutes that must be addressed. I 

recognize that the subject of the complaint is entitled to request conflict resolution. I don't believe this 



strategy would be effective and note here that I do not want to pursue this option. There are three 

corrective measures that I believe would lead to resolution to this situation and include the following:  

Disciplinary action against Dr. Henige  

Establishment of campus Code of Conduct  

Acknowledgement of damages to the targets of Dr. Henige's hostile conduct  

It is critical to continuity of department functions and administrative leadership that individuals are held 

accountable for their conduct and that measures are taken that facilitate campus institutional and legal 

responsibilities to support and sustain a safe work place for its employees and those it serves.  

[This is probably the most revealing paragraph of all. Is it Messer’s contention that a “safe work place” 

can only be one devoid of criticism? That is certainly the implication]  

[This complaint, like those before and after it, lacks any substantive statement of what specific language 

is found to be offensive, and what policies or rules that language allegedly violates. How about “On 

such-and-such a date, Dr. Henige wrote ‘such-and-such directly quoted from that communication’, and 

that constitutes a violation of such-and-such a rule or policy, because…”? ] 


